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National Leader in Interiorscapes Acquires Corpus Christi based Green Things Interiorscapes to 
Increase Presence in the Coastal Bend
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SAN ANTONIO, TX — Texas based interior landscape company, Natura, is pleased to announce the 
acquisition of Green Things Interiorscapes, a Corpus Christi Texas based interior plant design and service 
company operating in the Coastal Bend.

“This is a strategic acquisition enabling us to increase our presence to better serve our existing client base 
and the opportunity to grow throughout the rapidly expanding Coastal Bend market.” said Mike Senneff, 
Natura Founder & CEO.

Green Things has been operated by Albert Kollaja since 2011. “I entered into the interior landscape 
business because of my interest in the beauty and benefits plants offer and the enjoyment of bringing plants 
indoors.” said Albert Kollaja.

“I have thoroughly enjoyed serving our clients and did not take the selection of a successor lightly. The 
decision to sell to Natura will provide a wider spectrum of service and be great for our customers and all 
who enjoy the many benefits their service offers.” Said Albert Kollaja.

Josh Senneff, President of Natura stated, “We are pleased to have the opportunity to expand our presence 
in the Coastal Bend market and honored to serve the Green Things clients who  recognize the importance 
that plants play in our lives and places we work.”

Natura, formerly Plant Interscapes, has been in business for 36 years employing over 100 full- time staff 
with operations in all major Texas markets. The organization services more than 3,500 customers through 
multiple business channels including indoor plants, outdoor plants, greenwall systems and holiday decor.

 
###

Natura is the leader in enhancing built environments, and our passion is to
create environments where people thrive!

For more information, please contact Jonathan Senneff at (888) 284-2257 or by email at marketing@naturaHQ.com.
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